Density functional theory is used with Gaussian 98 to analyze a new family of proposed mechanosynthetic tools that could be employed for the placement of two carbon atoms-a carboncarbon (CC) dimer-on a growing diamond surface at a specific site. The analysis focuses on specific group IV-substituted biadamantane tool tip structures and evaluates their stability and the strength of the bond they make with the CC dimer. These tools should be stable in a vacuum and should be able to hold and position a CC dimer in a manner suitable for positionally controlled diamond mechanosynthesis at room temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Arranging atoms in most of the ways permitted by physical law is a fundamental objective of nanotechnology. A more modest and specific objective is the ability to synthesize a wide range of stiff hydrocarbons-including molecularly precise diamond structures-with the use of positionally controlled molecular tools. Such positional control might be achieved with an instrument like a scanning probe microscope (SPM). Several theoretical proposals for molecular tools have already been made. [1] [2] [3] [4] For example, the theoretical proposal of Drexler 2 for a hydrogen abstraction tool appears feasible, based on the ab initio investigations of Musgrave et al., 1 the molecular mechanics investigations of Sinnott et al. 5 and Brenner et al., 6 and other theoretical work. [7] [8] [9] [10] Previous proposals for various carbon deposition tools 2 3 have not yet been extensively explored theoretically. 4 11 In this paper, we propose and analyze new tools that might be useful in the precise placement of two carbon atoms (a carbon dimer) on a growing molecular structure. Two carbon atoms held together by a triple bond canfor many purposes-be treated as a single unit: a dimer. The function of a dimer placement tool is to position the dimer, then to bond the dimer to a precisely chosen location on a growing molecular structure, and finally to withdraw the tool-leaving the dimer behind on the growing structure. To achieve this, the dimer is required to be (1) bonded relatively weakly to the tool and (2) highly strained and thus highly reactive so it will easily bond to the growing molecular structure to which it is added.
There is a large combinatorial space of possible tools that might satisfy both requirements. For those tools that are modeled here, we attempt to satisfy the two basic requirements by bonding the dimer to two group IV supporting atoms: carbon, silicon, germanium, tin, or lead. This series of elements forms progressively weaker bonds with carbon, so the proposed tools will likewise be progressively more weakly bound to the carbon-carbon (CC) dimer. The supporting group IV atoms are part of two substituted adamantane (C 10 H 16 frameworks that position and orient them. The two substituted adamantane 12 frameworks are rotated and fused together to make a biadamantane 13 structure (Fig. 1) , creating very highangle strain in the bonds between the two supporting atoms and the dimer. This molecule, a bi-silaadamantane dicarbon, is only the tip of a complete tool. In a complete mechanosynthetic apparatus, a somewhat larger version of this molecule would likely be required, so that the active tip could be held and positioned via a rigid handle structure.
Three basic tool tip configurations are readily apparent ( Fig. 2) : a dicarbon bridge (DCB) motif (the subject of this paper) in which each Si atom is bound to two central carbon bridges, a monocarbon bridge (MCB) motif in which each Si atom is bound to a central bridge of two carbon atoms in the tool, and a "chevron" motif.
The aspect ratio of the dimer placement tool may be increased by substituting two five-member rings at each shoulder of the tool tip (e.g., DCB5, MCB5) in place of the six-member rings (DCB6, MCB6), which more closely resemble the bulk diamond (lonsdaleite) handle structure, thus slightly elevating the carbon dimer above the top of the shoulder at the cost of increased tip structure strain. Other details of the tip structure can also be varied. For example, the two group IV supporting atoms could be replaced with two group V elements, allowing the
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shoulder atoms to be removed entirely-which increases the tool tip aspect ratio but may decrease the tool tip rigidity (Fig. 3 ). These and other tool tip structures that might be useful, along with the methods by which this family of tool tips might be chemically synthesized and then bound to an SPM tip, and spent tool tips recharged, will be described in future work.
Density functional theory (DFT) analysis suggests that the group IV-substituted adamantane-derived framework of highly reactive tools should be stable in vacuum prior to interacting with any surface and remains relatively weakly bonded to the dimer while still orienting the dimer appropriately. Each desired tool structure is a minimum on the potential energy surface (PES). Most possible undesired alternative tool structures are transition states or are not even stationary points on the PES, though one tool variant considered here (DCB6-C) has an unusually shallow minimum on the PES.
Here we investigate this proposed new class of horizontal dimer placement tools by focusing on the six particular tool tip structures shown in Figure 4 , evaluating both their stability and the strength of their bonding to the CC dimer. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All six tool tip structures were evaluated with DFT in Gaussian 98.
14 Geometries involving carbon, silicon, and germanium supporting atoms were optimized with the B3LYP/3-21G * level of theory unless otherwise noted. Geometries involving tin and lead supporting atoms were optimized with B3LYP/LANL2DZ. The LANL2DZ basis set is specialized for dealing with high Z atoms (beyond the third row). The stability of the wave functions was verified with the use of the STABLE keyword, and the nature of the stationary point was verified with the use of a frequency calculation in all cases. Single-point calculations at the B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory were used for energy calculations for structures with carbon, silicon, and germanium supporting atoms.
The accuracy of B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p)//B3LYP/3-21G * energies should be adequate for the purposes considered here. A slightly lower level of theory (in which the geometry is optimized at HF/3-21G * ) has a mean absolute deviation of 0.14 eV. 15 We would expect that the slightly better level of theory used here would not have a worse mean absolute deviation. Thermal noise at room temperature is about 0.02 eV; in conventional positionally uncontrolled chemistry, errors on the order of 0.14 eV might well influence reaction rates and the dominant reaction pathway taken when multiple alternative reaction pathways are present. However, in the context of the present analysis this should not be an issue because alternative reaction pathways are limited by the use of positional control. Encounters between the reactive tool tip and the growing workpiece take place only at the desired position and only in the desired orientation. Alternative pathways that might otherwise occur in solution when molecules encounter each other in multiple random orientations and positions are largely eliminated by this approach. In addition, we would expect that the relative accuracy of the very similar structures compared here would be significantly better than the absolute errors generated by comparison of dissimilar structures 15 -the mean absolute deviation is computed from structures that are sometimes quite different.
The accuracy of the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory has not been as extensively investigated. However, it is commonly used for studies of high Z atoms. 15 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stationary Points and Rearrangements
The results of tool tip energy calculations are summarized in Table I . Figure 5 shows the three stationary points of primary interest: (A) the dimer placement tool with attached dimer, (B) the undesired carbenic rearrangement of the basic tool, and (C) the tool after placement of the dimer DCB6-C, DCB6-Si, DCB6-SiGe, DCB6-Ge: Energies computed at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p)//B3LYP/3-21G * (single point at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) with zeropoint correction from a frequency calculation at the B3LYP/3-21G * level of theory) for structures all of whose heavy atoms are C, Si, or Ge. DCB6-Sn, DCB6-Pb: Energies computed at B3LYP/ LANL2DZ (with zero point correction at the same level of theory) for all structures which include Sn or Pb atoms. DCB6-Si singlet/triplet gap:-Triplet energies computed at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) triplet//B3LYP/3-21G * singlet (without zero point correction). and after tool withdrawal from the surface. The element X can be carbon, silicon, germanium, tin, or lead. Other possibilities for X have not been investigated for this paper. The left and right instances of X can be different elements if asymmetrical tool properties are desired, though we have considered only a single example of this possibility here. Note that points A, B, and C represent states of the tool in isolation, and we do not consider interactions with a diamond surface. The present paper focuses purely on the tool and possible pathologies that could rule out its use. Analysis of tool-surface interactions is expected to require significant further effort and will be the subject of a future paper. For almost all choices of X investigated here, the undesired carbenic rearrangement is a transition state on the potential energy surface-a frequency analysis of the stationary point shows one imaginary frequency-while both the tool-with-dimer and the tool-without-dimer configurations are minima on the potential energy surface (all positive real vibrational frequencies). The one exception is when X = C, in which case the carbene form is a shallow minimum on the PES. Table II shows that the energy required to remove the CC dimer from the tool-the binding energy-can be selected by changing the supporting atoms. The binding energy is weakest for supporting atoms of lead. Progressing up the periodic table from lead to tin, germanium, and silicon, the binding energy of the DCB6-X dimer placement tool increases in magnitude.
Interestingly, the rising dimer binding energy weakens slightly when the supporting atoms are carbon rather than silicon. Some insight into this trend reversal at carbon may be gained by approximating the binding energy components. In Table III, the energy of the H 3 X-CCH bond proxy for the energy required to break the two bonds between the carbon dimer and the supporting atoms (first column), and the energy of the H 3 X-XH 3 bond acts as a proxy for the energy gained when the two supporting atoms become free to bond to each other (second column). Subtracting the second column from twice the first column as a rough proxy for the dimer binding energy (third column) gives the same trend reversal at X = C as in Table II , indicating that the increase in binding energy from Si-Si to C-C may be substantially greater than the increase from Si-CC to C-CC, paradoxically reducing the dimer removal energy for X = C. It is possible that the use of the DCB6-X tool with X = Si might be problematic on some diamond surfaces, given that the X = C tool has a slightly smaller binding energy, which suggests that the dimer could remain adhered to the X = Si tool in favor of detachment. However, it is not clear that the X = C tool is a good proxy for any particular diamond surface. For example, two adjacent carbon radicals exposed on an otherwise hydrogenated diamond C(111) surface would interact only weakly. Such radicals would not behave as the two strongly interacting carbon support atoms in the X = C tool and thus should not weaken the attachment of the dimer to the C(111) surface, unlike the two supporting atoms in the X = C tool.
The energy difference between the horizontal dimer and the vertical (carbenic) forms is given in Table IV . In all cases but X = C, the carbene form is a transition state (one imaginary frequency). For X = C, the carbene form is a minimum on the PES (rather than a transition state).
A more careful investigation of the PES for the case of X = Si suggests an absence of unexpected stationary points in the immediate vicinity of the three structures already described: the horizontal dimer, the vertical dimer, and the tool without the dimer. Our expectation that the carbene (vertical dimer) rearrangement is a transition state was confirmed with frequency calculations at the higher B3LYP/6-31G * level of theory. Further analysis at the B3LYP/3-21G * level of theory starting from the vertical carbene transition state and following the eigenvector for that transition state (using the IRC keyword in Gaussian) and then minimizing showed that the two minima associated with the transition state are both the horizontal dimer form of the tool. That is, the vertical dimer carbene transition state connects two known stationary points: the Table IV . Energy difference between the horizontal dimer and the vertical (carbene) form. two horizontal dimer structures. Finally, several candidate minima structures created with MM+ in HyperChem with conceivable but unusual bonding patterns all converged to one of the three stationary points already discussed. It is difficult to guarantee the absence of unexpected minima, and only the case of X = Si was investigated more carefully in the present study. However, it appears that the three stationary points described-the DCB6 with horizontal dimer (a minimum), the DCB6 with the vertical (carbene) dimer (a transition state), and the DCB6 without the dimer (a minimum)-define all of the relevant stationary points for X = Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb. For X = C, there is an additional transition state between the horizontal minimum and the vertical (carbene) minimum. But because the X = C structure will not be used as a tool, this latter transition state was not identified. While we cannot state with certainty that other stationary points do not exist, molecular dynamics at the AM1 level did not reveal their presence.
Singlet/Triplet Energy Gap
Beyond a more careful analysis of the stationary points of the DCB6 tools with X = Si, the singlet/triplet energy gap was also computed for this structure. Using the singletoptimized B3LYP/3-21G * geometry for the DCB6-Si with horizontal dimer, the triplet/singlet energy gap was determined by comparing the single-point energies computed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) level of theory without zero point correction for either the singlet or triplet energies for purposes of this comparison. Geometries were optimized at the lower level of theory in the singlet state, and the triplet single-point energy at that geometry was then computed (see Table I ). The singlet state is energetically preferred to the triplet state by a substantial margin: 3.44 eV for the horizontal dimer and 2.92 eV for the vertical dimer. This large energy gap suggests that the possibility of the system being in a triplet state at room temperature from thermal activation can be neglected.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using gradientcorrected density functional theory and a plane-wave basis (using VASP, the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) 16 were carried out on the DCB6-Si dimer placement tool containing a carbon dimer attached to the two terminal silicon atoms (X = Si). The simulation, performed for 5 ps at an internal temperature of 1000 K, predicts that the horizontal dimer structure should remain stable under conditions of moderately high temperatures. A further simulation of this tool using AM1 at a temperature of 900 K for 200 ps also did not result in any rearrangements.
Of course, single trajectories for 5-200 ps are insufficient to ensure long-term stability of the dimer on the deposition tool. As an additional check, the Arrhenius equation for the one-step thermal desorption rate k 1 = exp −E d /k B T may be used to crudely approximate the canonical residence time for a CC dimer attached to a tool tip heated to temperature T 17 18 Taking T = 300 K, k B = 1 381 × 10 −23 J/K (Boltzmann's constant), E d = 6 148 eV for the weakest tool-bound dimer (the DCB6-Pb tool, Table II) , and the pre-exponential constant ∼ k B T /h ∼ 6 × 10 12 s −1 h = 6 63 × 10 −34 J-s) typically used for thermally migrating chemisorbed hydrocarbon adatoms on diamond surface [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] (the precise value of which does not sensitively influence the conclusion), the lifetime of the CC dimer against spontaneous dissociation from the tool tip is k 
CONCLUSIONS
The DCB6-X family of dimer placement tools, for X = Si, Ge, Sn, and Pb, should be stable in a vacuum when used at room temperature, and possibly at significantly higher temperatures. The CC dimer in these structures should remain oriented horizontally with a high probability. The proposed dimer placement tools should be able to hold and position a CC dimer in a manner suitable for positionally controlled diamond mechanosynthesis at room temperature. The CC dimer is bound to these tools by progressively weaker bonds, moving from Si to Pb, facilitating release of the CC dimer from the tool and its attachment to a growing molecular structure. The chemical reactions by which these tools interact with and deposit a CC dimer on a growing diamond surface will be investigated computationally in future work.
